Proposal for draft Corrigendum 1 to Supplement 33 and Corrigendum 1 to Supplement 32 to the 03 series of amendments to Regulation No. 37

Note: The text reproduced below was prepared by the expert from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in order to amend data on light source categories PC16W, PCY16W, PCR16W, H10W and HY10W. The proposal is based on the current text of the Regulation including draft Supplement 33 to the 03 series of amendments. The modifications to the current text of Regulation No. 37 are marked in bold characters.

A. PROPOSAL

Annex 1,

Sheet H10W/1, the table, amend to read:

```
".....
H10W/1   BAU9s    in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-150A-1)
Cap:
HY10W    BAUZ9s   in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-150B-1)
......"
```

Sheet PC16W/2, the table, amend to read:

```
".....
PC16W    Cap PU20d-1
PCY16W   Cap PU20d-2      in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-157-1)
PCR16W   Cap PU20d-7
......"
```

B. JUSTIFICATION

This is to update references to IEC cap sheet numbers.